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1. Prerequisite

12-15.07.2017

Worrying reasons:
uncommon behavior of pink salmon,
uncommon condition of catching fish,
uncommon absence of marine girds,
uncommon strong unpleasant smell of
“decaying grass” from the sea side.

2 Direction of search. Material and methods
Light microscopy
(KamchatNIRO) (19.07)

Taking water sample
(15.07)

Luminescent microscopy
(SakhNIRO)

Impuka River mouth

Test to toxins
(26.07)
Air search of pink salmon
(KamchatNIRO) (20-22.08)
Reconstruction of
hydrometeorology situation
and dynamic of “bloom”
zone
(Copernicus MEMS,
Data of Kamchatka
meteorology service)

Molecular-genetic
identification of cells’
biomass by sequence
of nuclear genes
18S и 28S RNA
(NSCMB FEB RAS)

«cabbage » smell

3. Questions and goals

How close to each other are the areas of reproduction and
catch of the Pacific salmon and the zones of “bloom”
including toxic ones, do they overlap?
Do the toxins produced by harmful algae directly impact
fish of the genus Oncorhynchus;
How does the quality of raw material change in case of
influence of harmful microalgae on salmon?
Can coastal “blooms” of harmful microalgae cause sudden
and thus unpredictable decrease of productivity of the
areas of reproduction of Pacific salmon?
Conditions of formation of “toxic blooms” ;
Is it possible to forecast “toxic blooms”? What might be
their expected frequency in conditions of retention of
warming trend in the North-western Pacific?

4. How close to each other are the areas of reproduction and catch of the
Pacific salmon and the zones of “bloom” including toxic ones, do they
overlap? (1st question)
Konovalova, 1993

Selina et al, 2006

Orlova et al, 2007

5. Do the toxins produced by harmful algae directly impact fish of the genus
Oncorhynchus? (2nd question)
It is known that motor activity of fish changes under the influence of saxitoxin. These
changes show in self in anomalous (convulsive) swimming, loss of balance
(disorientation), full immobility – lethargy with lethal termination (Saito et al., 1985;
Turner, 1997; Zaccaroni, Scaravelli, 2008)

According to fishermen words (in our case)
Fish bumping into aggregations of microalgae were trying to dive under
these aggregations or move along their borders in clean water pasting nets.
Fish that moved through aggregations of Alexandrium were “flabby and
exhausted” and became dead very soon.
Fish lied down in the trade nets very soon.
During transporting through the “bloom” from trade nets to the coast in
special boats with slots on the bottom the fish was already dead,
“unelastic”.
Such behavior and further state of caught fish testify to the fact that
saxitoxin in the water impacted nervous system of fish leading to abnormal
state similar to paralysis.

6. How does the quality of raw material change in case of influence of
harmful microalgae on salmon? (3rd question)
We fined not enough information to good answer for this question.
Passing through the “bloom” zone fish have total contacts with toxin.
It is shown that Pacific salmon with long-term period of marine
nursery can accumulate some quantity of saxitoxin in the viscera
which in such case passes evidently in food chains from algae via
macrozooplankton to fish (Sato et al., 1998).

It was experimentally shown on the example of Atlantic salmon that
concentration of saxitoxin coming from blood into muscles is less
than in other organs and tissues because it is intensively excreted
from the organism by liver and kidneys (Bakke, Horsberg, 2010).

7. Can coastal “blooms” of harmful microalgae cause sudden and thus
unpredictable decrease of productivity of the areas of reproduction of
Pacific salmon? (4th question) (spawning sites)

Relative distribution of pink in spawning sites in odd-years, terminal
air search year 2010, and in 2017 in Olyutorsky Gulf basin

7. 4th question continue (catching)

Relative part of Olyutorsky Gulf in
pink catching in OlyutorskyKaraginsky region in 2005–2017

Correlation of pink salmon catch in
Olyutorsky Gulf and OlyutorskyKaraginsky region in 2005−2017.
Red circle – 2017

8. Conditions of formation of “toxic blooms” (5th question)
(nutrients)

Nutrients’ concentration in the water
sample from Olyutorsky Gulf
In comparison with Avachinskaya Bay

9. Reconstruction of Chlorophyll and Temperature dynamics for July 2017

10. Conditions of formation of “toxic blooms” (weather)

July 2017

Calm sunny weather set in the region after the cyclone. The coastal water area
started warming.
Light south-western and south-eastern breeze shifted the belts of “blooming” to the
shore in the zone of trade nets.
But these conditions are common for Alexandrium species complex “blooms”, not
toxic only.
There for conditions for activating “bloom” of exactly toxic species are still
unknown.

No information

Authentic cases of Alexandrium “bloom”

Konovalova, 1995

Lepskaya et al.,
2017, 2018

Conclusion
Thus, in spite of the commonness of such phenomenon as “red
tides” in the eastern Kamchatka and Bering Sea, toxic “blooms” are
rare and local.

It is impossible to predict them
And in the opinion of Viktor Bogatov, such events may appear more
frequently in the “period of climatic extremes”. And their impact be
stronger, may cover larger areas and be longer in time .
(presentation at the United Plenary meeting of Scientific Council on
hydrobiology and ichthyology RAS, Hydrobiological society of RAS,
and Interdepartmental ichthyologic committee
“Actual problems of hydrobiology and ichthyology”)
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